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work for our country. It betrays American values of hard work, of being rewarded for hard work. It hurts the poor
in both countries. It hurts working
people in both countries. It clearly
does not promote the right set of moral
values for our Nation.
I ask my colleagues to oppose the
Central American Free Trade Agreement. It is clear these trade agreements are not working for our country.
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MARK ALAN WILSON, HERO OF
SMITH COUNTY, TEXAS
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
FORTENBERRY). Under a previous order
of the House, the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. GOHMERT) is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. GOHMERT. Mr. Speaker, last
Thursday, February 24, 2005, in the city
of Tyler, Texas, gun fire erupted outside the Smith County courthouse. An
estranged and enraged ex-husband,
irate over a domestic hearing, lay in
wait outside the courthouse for his exwife and one of his sons who was 23.
The courthouse was well secured inside
while also having a metal detector inside its entrance. Such security measures probably prevented the soon-to-be
murderer from carrying his rifle inside
the courthouse and shooting not only
his ex-wife and son, but also the many
witnesses, jurors, parties and personnel
who would have been inside, as had occurred in another courthouse some
years ago and miles away.
As the ex-wife left the courthouse,
the murderer opened fire hitting her
and also her own son. Mark Wilson, a
nearby Good Samaritan and hero, immediately without hesitation and without thought for his own safety went
into action. He pulled his concealed
weapon that he was lawfully carrying
and accurately shot the murderer more
than once. He could tell he was hitting
the murderer, but what he did not
know was that that murderer was
wearing extensive body armor. That
fact allowed the murderer to turn and
fire fatal shots at our selfless hero
Mark Wilson.
In the process of Mark’s firing such
accurate shots, he not only hurt the
murderer, he also distracted him from
the many innocent bystanders in the
area.
When hearing the shorts being fired
outside the courthouse, two deputies
and a Tyler police detective responded
by running to the source. Parenthetically, the Army teaches us that the
only way to have a chance of surviving
an ambush is to turn and run into the
source of the ambush. As a trainee,
sometimes we wondered if we would actually have the courage to do that
when there were real bullets flying.
We do not have to wonder about what
Mark and our courageous law enforcement officers at the Smith County
courthouse would do when faced with a
life-threatening attack. They respond
and they respond with courage and
clear thinking for the safety of others.
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Mark Wilson’s heroic actions disrupted the murderer’s pattern and provided time for the protective law enforcement officers to respond. As Deputy Sherman Dollison attempted to intervene, he was also hit by the murderer and left for dead and he remains
in critical condition at a local hospital.
Smith County and other friends
thought mighty highly of Deputy Marlin Suel and Tyler police detective
Clay Perrett. They are personal friends
and they were both wounded in the ensuing exchange that sent the murderer
into his car and fleeing the scene. He
was chased by extremely responsive
law enforcement as he continued to
shoot during the chase. However, the
murderer was killed before he could
yet kill again.
There was an evil act of anger last
Thursday, but there were heroes
watching out, ready to act for the salvation of others. It is quite possible
that Mark’s actions prevented those in
the area from becoming a trail of lifeless bodies in addition to saving the
life of the murderer’s own downed son.
According to the investigation, the
rifle the murderer used was not automatic so he had to consciously pull the
trigger over and over again to inflict
the death and violence that he did.
Mark Wilson himself was able to
apply for and receive his concealed
handgun permit because the law allowing such was passed in Texas after a
callous killer went into a cafeteria
years ago and began firing randomly,
hitting so many. Back at that time no
civilians were there who were legally
allowed to have a gun so the killer
caused prolonged devastation. To receive a permit for carrying a concealed
weapon in Texas, a person has to prove
himself consummately law abiding.
That described Mark. He was trained
and he trained others in self-defensive
weaponry. He was 52 years old. He had
been a patriot who served all of us in
the United States Navy. He was a community volunteer. He loved life to the
maximum which included a deep abiding appreciation for Monty Python, all
while he worked to make others’ lives
better in the process.
Yes, he knew how to make friends
laugh. He had overcome tough times.
He had been entrepreneurial, and he
had worked to create good times for
himself and others. He had many
friends because of his community involvement and his very can-do attitude.
As a tribute to Mark and his courageous heroism, hundreds of people
filled the downtown square in Smith
County to commemorate his life, his
times, and his goodness on Sunday,
February 27.
As a member of the United States
Navy, he had sworn to defend the Nation against all enemies foreign and
domestic. Last Thursday he gave his
life while once again defending against
an enemy, this time domestic.
For many of us reflecting on Mark’s
death the words of Jesus of Nazareth
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capture Mark’s spirit: ‘‘Greater love
hath no man than this; that a man lay
down his life for his friend.’’
Those words came from someone who
knew and Mark Wilson’s love is what
was praised. He stepped up that love a
notch by going and laying down his life
for people he did not even know. This
country, this institution need a memorializing of such a courageous hero as
Mark Wilson. His loving parents and
dear friends deserve to hear his praises
sung once more for the record, and may
the retelling of Mark’s bravery bring
them comfort, bring them hope, and to
the hopeless who think there is no one
out there who cares. Mark cared and I
would be willing to bet his caring will
be perpetuated into posterity for others that he has touched.
f

PROTECT SOCIAL SECURITY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from New York (Mr. RANGEL) is
recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Speaker, I am here
because the President has challenged
this body and the other to deal with
the problem of Social Security. And
while the President no longer considers
it a crisis, obviously when it reaches
the point that you are spending more
money than you are taking in, you do
have a problem and you do have a challenge and we do have a responsibility.
So I think the President has changed
the crisis which would occur according
to the Congressional Budget Office out
to 2052 and even then it remains a challenge and not really a crisis.
But we do not have a bill so we do
not know specifically what the President would want to do. We do know
that these types of problems you either
have to cut the benefits, extend the age
or raise the taxes; but the President
has taken all of these things off the
table and said we should deal with the
question of privatization. I guess the
more people in the district that looked
at privatization and the more economists that studied it have caused the
President to admit that privatization
and private accounts and personal accounts has little or nothing to do with
the question of solvency, which is basically what we are talking about.
We Democrats know how good this
program has been for America. We
know that it has been an insurance policy that most working people cannot
afford. We know that in addition to the
benefits that you get when you retire
that we have survivor benefits, we have
disability benefits, and we are prepared
to take a look at anything as long as
these benefits are not cut.
Now, the President would have us to
believe that if you are over 55 your
benefits would not be cut. To me, a guy
from Harlem, it means that if you are
under 55 you can depend on your benefits being cut. But still since we do not
have a bill we really do not know exactly what we are fighting, but we do
know what we want to protect.
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It is too unfortunate that many minorities and women because of the inequities of the system, which we hope
will be corrected, find themselves more
dependent than the rest of the population. This is especially so when we do
have a disparity between the life
expectancies of men and women which
means that for 3 or 4 years women
sometimes have to go it alone and
many sometimes their working spouses
did not have pensions. And so it is
abundantly clear that if you take a
look at the women that sometimes
have to totally survive with their families, Social Security gave them the
base, gave them the independence, and
gave them the will to move forward.
It is so hard for me who is so proud
of having gone to school as a disabled
veteran to talk about the G.I. Bill.
What has been amazing is that even I
had no idea how many people even in
this body went to school under the Social Security Disability Act or under
the benefits of Social Security. And it
is something that you do not say, guess
how I went to school, because it was
unfortunate financial circumstances.
But now that they see that this program may be in jeopardy because just
by changing the formula from a wage
formula to a cost-of-living formula, Republicans and Democrats and impartial
economists say that the benefits, and
that is all of benefits, survivor, retirement, their disability, would be cut by
at least 40 percent.
The President has attempted to polarize sometimes the young against the
old by saying they are getting a bad
deal, or the black males against the
white males saying that we have a disparity. But one thing is clear: we cannot openly discuss this until the President fulfills his responsibility and at
least brings to us what the heck he is
talking about so we are not fighting
against things that may never happen.
We know that Republicans are having a difficult time in defining how
they would want to assist the President. But I am just saying until the
day comes where minorities and
women are really equal, this has been a
cushion to provide some type of independence.
I close by saying that my beloved
mother, who I lost several years ago,
worked in a factory and received a
small retirement pension check from
the International Labor Garment
Workers Union, but she also received
her Social Security check.
b 2015
And she would be there every month
waiting for the mailman, who knew
her, for her Social Security check. She
felt so proud that she was independent;
that she did not have to ask her children for anything.
Seeing that pride in her, I can see it
in so many older women. And I hope
that before the President makes this a
crises, that he brings us a bill so we
can work together on it.
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TEXAS INDEPENDENCE DAY
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
FORTENBERRY). Under a previous order
of the House, the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. POE) is recognized for 5
minutes.
Mr. POE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
honor the unique history of the great
State of Texas. Today, March 2, marks
Texas Independence Day. On this day,
169 years ago, Texas declared its independence from Mexico and its dictator,
Santa Anna, the 19th century Saddam
Hussein.
In 1836, in the small farm village of
Washington-on-the-Brazos, 54 Texians,
as they called themselves in those
days, gathered to do something bold
and courageous: Sign the Texas Declaration of Independence and once and
for all ‘‘declare that the people of
Texas do now constitute a free, sovereign, and independent republic.’’
As these determined delegates met to
declare independence, Santa Anna and
6,000 enemy troops were marching on
an old beat-up Spanish mission that we
now call the Alamo, where Texas defenders stood defiant, stood determined. They were led by a 27-year-old
lawyer by the name of William Barrett
Travis. The Alamo and its 186 Texans
were all that stood between the invaders and the people of Texas. And behind
the cold, dark, damp walls of that
Alamo, Commander William Barrett
Travis sent the following appeal to
Texas requesting aide.
This appeal read in part: ‘‘To all the
people of Texas and Americans in the
world, I am besieged by a thousand or
more of the enemy under Santa Anna.
I have sustained a continual bombardment and cannon fire for over 24 hours
and have not lost a man. The enemy
has demanded surrender at its discretion, otherwise the fort will be put to
the sword. I have answered that demand with a cannon shot, and the flag
still waves proudly over the walls. I
shall never surrender or retreat. I call
upon you in the name of liberty, patriotism, and everything dear to our character to come to our aid with all dispatch. If this call is neglected, I am determined to sustain myself for as long
as possible and die like a soldier who
never forgets what is due to his own
honor and that of his country. Victory
or death. William Barrett Travis, Commander of the Alamo.’’
After 13 days of glory at the Alamo,
Commander Travis and his men sacrificed their lives on the altar of freedom. Those lives lost would not be in
vain. Their determination paid off. And
because heroes like William Barrett
Travis, Davy Crockett, and Jim Bowie
held out for so long, Santa Anna’s
forces took such great losses they became battered, demoralized, and diminished. As Travis said, ‘‘victory will cost
them more dearly than defeat.’’
General Sam Houston, in turn, had
the time he needed to devise a strategy
to rally other Texas volunteers to ultimately defeat Santa Anna at the Battle of San Jacinto on April 21, 1836. The
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war was over, and the Lone Star flag
was visible all across the broad, bold,
brazen plains of Texas.
The Alamo defenders were from every
State in the United States and 13 foreign countries. They were black,
brown, and white, ages 16 through 67,
and they were all volunteers. They
were mavericks, revolutionaries, farmers, shopkeepers, and freedom fighters.
They came together to fight for something they believed in: Freedom.
Freedom has a cost. It always does.
It always will. And as we pause to remember those who lost their lives so
that Texas could be a free Nation, we
cannot forget those Americans that are
currently fighting in lands across the
seas for the United States’ continued
freedom and liberty today.
Texas Independence Day is a day of
pride and reflection in the Lone Star
State. It is a day we remember to pay
tribute to heroes like William Barrett
Travis, Jim Bowie, Davy Crockett, Jim
Bonham, Sam Houston, and the rest of
those volunteers who fought the evil
tyrant and terrorist Santa Anna. It
was an effort to make Texas free, and
that effort was successful.
On this Texas Independence Day, let
us not forget those brave men and
women in our military that are fighting to preserve and uphold our freedom
from a new world threat of terrorism.
Mr. Speaker, I hope that the Congress and the country will join me in
celebrating this Texas Independence
Day. In Colonel Travis’ final letter and
appeal for aid, he signed off with three
words that I leave with you now: ‘‘God
and Texas.’’ ‘‘God and Texas.’’ ‘‘God
and Texas.’’ And the rest, as they say,
is Texas history.
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PRESIDENT BUSH’S SOCIAL SECURITY PRIVATIZATION PROPOSAL
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. PALLONE)
is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. PALLONE. Mr. Speaker, this
Friday, President Bush plans to take
his traveling White House to New Jersey in the hope of convincing New Jersey workers to support his Social Security privatization proposal. For 6
weeks, the President has been working
to build support for his plan, but it has
fallen flat with the American people
and it will fall flat also in New Jersey.
Mr. Speaker, the American people
simply do not believe the President
wants to strengthen Social Security.
President Bush keeps on talking about
a crisis, but even he has admitted his
own privatization plan does nothing to
fix the problem Social Security faces 40
years from now.
The problem is that private accounts
eliminate the guaranteed benefits of
Social Security and leave benefits to
the vagaries of the stock market. Since
the money is taken out of the Social
Security trust fund to pay for private
accounts, the shortfall results in benefit cuts to Social Security recipients,
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